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Abstract
An improved clustering algorithm was presented based on density-isoline clustering algorithm.
The new algorithm can do a better job than density-isoline clustering when dealing with noise, not
having to literately calculate the cluster centers for the samples batching into clusters instead of
one by one. After repeated experiments, the results demonstrate that the improved density-isoline
clustering algorithm is significantly more efficiency in clustering with noises and overcomes the
drawbacks that traditional algorithm DILC deals with noise and that the efficiency of running time
is improved greatly.
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1. Introduction
Clustering is a modern multivariate statistical method in studying the similarity of different samples, which
groups a set of objects into classes or clusters such that objects within a cluter have high similarity in comparison to one another, but they are dissimilar to objects in other clusters. Clustering is widely used in pattern recognition, data mining, machine learning and image segmentation. According to this thought clustering algorithm
is generally classified into partition, hierarch, density-based, grid-based and model-based clustering [1]. Partition methods such as K-means [2] find shaped clusters only. Hierarchical clustering methods [3] discovered
clusters by merging the closet pair of clusters iteratively until the desired number of clusters was obtained. Gridbased clustering such as STING requires the data must be intensive in space.
Density-based clustering algorithm are more important to find out clusters of different shapes and sizes; the
type of widely used clustering is density-based algorithms such as DBSCAN [4] and OPTICS [5]. Using spherical ε-neighborhood by DBSCAN is problematic when clusters with varying densities. To overcome such a
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drawback, OPTICS was proposed in [5]. While expanding a cluster, OPTICS selects each point to be expanded
in increasing order of its distance to the current cluster and changes ε for identifying ε-neighborhood gradually.
If ε grows rapidly, it stops expanding the cluster and starts another one. However, OPTICS can not be parallelized using Map Reduce easily since it always has to merge point one by one serially to the current cluster to
determine where to separate the cluster. Both DBSCAN and OPTICS discover the clusters which are dense regions of data points and separated by sparse regions with respect to given density parameters [1].
Jain had proposed a density-based clustering algorithm which divided samples into sever regions then merger
into different clusters. The size of the region in this algorithm plays an important role, and the clusters are meaningless when the sizes of regions are too big and complexity of the algorithm will increase while the sizes are
too small. Besides, [6] proposed a density-based clustering algorithm which merges points by “density-reachable” and “density-connected”, however, it can not deal with samples with high dimensions. Density-based clustering can easily find out clusters of different shapes and sizes, however, most of them can not handle the database with varying densities and high dimensions.
Clustering algorithm based on density-isoline (DILCA) [7] was a new density-base algorithm proposed by
Yanchang Zhao. The core thought of this algorithm is: calculate out the density value of each sample according
to the distance of every two samples and given neighborhood radius; then search out the points whose density
values are bigger than density threshold; next, merge the points which are overlap according to the neighborhood radius R; finally we can get the initial clusters. Those samples that don’t belong to any clusters are called
noises. When compared with DBSCAN and OPTICS, DILCA needn’t input any parameters and is an unsupervised algorithm. Although this algorithm can handle the databases with high dimensions and varying densities, it
fails to deal with the noises. In other words, not all samples are merged into clusters.
Being inspired by the recent trend of research in the clustering, in this paper we suggested an improved clustering algorithm based on density-isoline (IDILCA) which can successful deal with noises as well as accelerate
the merge process by batching into clusters instead of one by one. The main steps of IDILCA are as follows:
Step 1. The samples within density-isoline threshold are batched into clusters. The number of clusters is confirmed by threshold with minimum density-isoline value which is in demand. All the samples whose density
values are bigger than the density-isoline threshold are merged once and for all. In Figure 1, if we set density-isoline threshold as 10, the samples can divided into three independent parts A, B and C. Therefore, we can
merge all the samples within the part A into the same category once and for all. In a same way we can get the initial category B and C.

Figure 1. The density-isoline of samples.
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Step 2. The noises merge into clusters one by one. Those samples whose density values are below the threshold are called noises. When merging the noises into category we use “the minimum density-reachable-distance” principle; that is to say, calculating out the density-reachable-distance of every noise and each initial category, then merging the point into the nearest one, until all the samples have merged into categories.

2. Related Work
Clustering algorithm based on density-isoline (DILCA) was proposed in [7] by Yanchang Zhao. Being a new
clustering algorithm, DILCA starts from the density-isoline map of samples and find relatively dense regions
which are clusters. DILCA is capable of eliminating outlines and discovering clusters of various shapes as well
as varying density distribution. It is an unsupervised clustering algorithm because it requires no input parameter.
The DILCA algorithm is described as follows:
Step 1. Calculating out the distance of every two samples, and then we can get a distance matrixDist. (The
distance is described by Euclidean distance)
Step 2. Confirming the size of neighborhood radius Rt according to the distance matrix.
Step 3. Calculating the density value matrixDen.
Step 4. Confirming the density threshold DT according to density value matrix.
Step 5. Merging: if the density value of sample A and sample B is bigger than threshold DT respectively, and
the distance between A and B is smaller than Rt, then merge A and B to a same category.
Step 6. If the result we get is not satisfied, we can adjust the density threshold, until get the result that we
wanted.
The DILCA has been successfully to find out the clusters with varying density, shape and size. However, it
fails to deal with noise that is to say not all samples take the merging progress. Besides, the computational complexity associated with this algorithm is high, it required a long compute time when the database is very big.
Thus the algorithm needs improvement.

3. IDILCA: An Improved Clustering Algorithm Based on Density-Isoline
3.1. Definitions
Let D = { p1 , p2 , , pn } be a collection of d-dimensional points. Each point pi ∈ D is represented as a vector
pi (1) , pi ( 2 ) , , pi ( 3) where Pi ( j ) represents the j-th coordinate of the point.
Definition 3.1. The distance between sample Pi and sample Pj is defined as

d ( pi ,=
pj )

( p (1) − p (1) ) + ( p ( 2 ) − p ( 2 ) )
2
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j
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Definition 3.2. The neighborhood threshold is defined as
R=

mean ( d )
ncoefR

where mean ( d ) represents the mean value of the whole distances between every two samples.𝑛𝑛represent the
number of samples. coef R ∈ ( 0,1) represents the adjust coefficient of neighborhood radius, according to [7],
when coef R = 0.3 we can get a satisfied result in most conditions.
Definition 3.3. The density of a sample is calculated by the density distribution of the neighborhood, that is to
say the distance to the sample from the neighborhood, which is less than the points of a fixed value, serves as
neighborhood distribution density of the sample.

=
Dens ( pi ) Num

({ p d ( p p ) < Rt})
j

i,

j

where we will represent Pi and Pj as input samples, Dens ( pi ) represents the sample’s density distribution
in Pi ’s neighborhood. Rt represents the distance threshold.
Definition 3.4. Density directly-reachable
If p is a core point and q is in the ε-neighborhood of p, we define p and q density directly-reachable. The directly-reachable distance is defined as zd ( p, q ) which is measured by euclidean distance.
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Definition 3.5. Density-reachable
A point p is density-reachable from a point q if there is a sequence of data point ( z1 , z2 , , z j ) with z1 = p
and z j = q such that z j +1 is directly density-reachable from z j .
Definition 3.6. Density-reachable distance
If p is density-reachable from q, then the density-reachable distance between p and q is defined as
d ( p, q ) = ∑ i =1 zd ( pi , pi +1 )
n

where zd ( p, q ) was defined in Definition 3.4 and pi is a sequence of data point p1 , p2 , , p j with p1 = p
and p j = q .

3.2. Confirm the Number of Clusters
How to determine the number of clusters as well as choose the initial cluster centers are very important for the
final clustering results. IDILCA is a new algorithm starts from density-based algorithm and combined with contour. When depicting the mountains and the oceans, we usually use contours. As we all know, every point has
the same altitude from a contour. Similarly, if the samples have the same density value, we connecting them
with a line, which we call isoline. The concrete progress is described as follow:
Step 1. Calculating the density values for each sample.
Step 2. Connecting the points with a line if they have the same density values, thereby we get the isolines.
Step 3. Choosing a suitable isoline as the threshold, the criterion of suitable is decided by isolines, if the isoline divides the samples into k independent portions then the number of cluster is k and the area within isoline
we regard them as initial cluster centers.
This method can efficiently help us confirm the number of clusters as well as calculate the initial cluster centers. As we can see in Figure 1, when we choose 20 as threshold, the samples divided into 3 categories, if we
choose 10 as the threshold, the number of clusters is 2.

3.3. IDILCA Algorithm
Based on DILCA algorithm and some further improvement were made, the IDILCA has a faster operation speed
as well as stronger ability when dealing with noises. The basic thought of IDILCA algorithm is: calculating the
density values of each sample and connecting the points with isolines if they have the same density values, then
merge the points into clusters according to the isoline-threshold, thereby we get the initial clusters. As for those
points that do not belong to any clusters are called noises. Before merging the noises, we calculate their density
reachable distance to the initial clusters and then merging it into the cluster one by one according to the “minimum density-reachable distance” principle. The concrete progress is described as follow:
Step 1. Calculating the distance of every two samples and then we get the distance matrixDist. Where
Dist ( pi , pi ) = d ( X i , X j ) ;
Step 2. Confirming the neighborhood radius length according to the distance matrix from step 1.
R = mean ( Dist ) ( ncoefR ) ;
Step 3. Calculating the density values of each sample and then getting the density value matrixDen. Where
=
Dens ( pi ) Num p j |d ( pi , p j ) < R ;
Step 4. Drawing the density-isoline according to the density value matrix from step 3;
Step 5. Confirming the number of clusters k according to density-isoline;
Step 6. Selecting the minimum density-isoline value that separates the samples into k independent area as the
isolines threshold value;
Step 7. Merging all the samples that within the density-isoline threshold into a same category once and for all
and calculating the initial cluster centuries;
Step 8. Recalculating the density-reachable distance between the rest samples with the initial clusters, and
then we can get the density-reachable distance matrixDist. Where Dist ( pi , G j ) = rd ( p j , G j ) ;
Step 9. Merging the noise into the category one by one according to minimum density-reachable distance
principle;
If the users are not satisfied with the clustering result, they can adjust the neighborhood radius and the density-threshold until getting the result they wanted.

({

})
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3.4. Related Formula

Let m be the density-isoline threshold and the samples separate into k independent area, then we confirm the
number of clusters is k. Let the i-th ( i = (1, 2, , d ) ) independent area conclude ni samples, then we can get
the j-th coordinate of category Gi as follow

Gi ( j ) =

1
ni

∑ ( Pi ( j ) )

xi ∈Gi

where Pi ( j ) represent the j-th coordinate of sample Pi .
The initial cluster century of Gi is described by

( Gi (1) , Gi ( 2 ) , , Gi ( d ) )
For the noise, we defined the density-reachable distance between j-th sample and category Gi as
d=
( p, Gi ) rd=
( p, q )

∑ zd ( zi , zi +1 )

p∉Gi
q∈Gi

where zd ( p, q ) was defined in Definition 3.4 and zi is a sequence of data point z1 , z2 , , z j with z1 = p
and z j = q .
As for the number of category is clear and we can also calculate the initial cluster century, so which category
should the noise sample belong to is defined as

(

)

min d ( p j , Gi ) → p j ∈ Gi ( i =
1, 2, , k )

The final cluster is defined as

Gij =

1
ni

∑ ( pi ( j ) )

pi ∈Gi

4. Performance Analyses
The run time of the new algorithm mainly depends on calculating the matrix of the distance between any two
samples. If the sample size is n, the final distance matrix is a matrix of n × n , and its time complexity is O ( n 2 ) .
When the sample size is very large, we can regard the distance matrix as an integer in order to save storage
space, so the distance between two samples is only two bytes, which can greatly save memory space. In addition,
because the clustering method is a batch clustering within the density threshold, the proportion of the noise samples is small (typically within 10%), therefore, for the samples are batched into clusters,it can reduce the iterative process and save the iterative time.

5. Experimental Results
The experiment conduct on MATLAB 7.10.0 and the PC is HP Z600. The experimental data are synthesized
which are based on certain shapes. There are 1360 sample points totally in Figure 2. Among them, 600 points
show columnar distribution on the left side; 500 points present globular distribution in the middle; 200 points
present arc distribution on the right side, and the rest 60 samples are noises of the random sample.
Experimental methods: 1) Comparing the result of the final clustering between the new algorithm and the
original algorithm; 2) Comparing the consumed time between the new algorithm and the original one under the
same sample size and environment.
According to the derivation process which was described in previous section, we can calculate the neighborhood radius and get the result 0.0326, and then, the density threshold could be obtained by density value matrix.
We know that the samples can be divided into three categories through the density-isoline chart. From Figure 3,
we know that when the density value is greater than or equal to 21, the samples are divided into three separate
areas which contain 1278 samples totally and which is accounting for 93.97% of the total samples. That is to say,
93.97% of the samples batch into the cluster and form three initial cluster independently once and for all. Then we
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Figure 2. Samples distribution.

Figure 3. Density-isolines of samples.

recalculate the density-reachable distance of the remaining samples (noise) and mergeit into the clusters according to the nearest “density-reachable distance” principle. The clustering result of the DILCA is shown in Figure
4 and the clustering result of the IDILCA by using the same data is shown in Figure 5.
By comparing the clustering results of the Figure 4 with the Figure 5, IDILCA not only have a well clustering effect and can increase the function which deal with the noise but also can make all the samples join in the
process of clustering.
As to the algorithm DILCA, the IDILCA transforms from a single sample merged into the cluster to the samples batched into the cluster (not noise samples), and the complexity of the new algorithm doesn’t increase in
memory requirements. On the contrary, the complexity of the algorithm and the run time has obvious optimization, for it does not need to iterate repeatedly. The running time of the new algorithm and the DILCA have
showed in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Clustering result of DILCA.

Figure 5. Clustering result of IDICLA.

From Table 1, we can see the time complexity of IDILCA is less than the DILCA. This advantage is more
prominent along with the increase of the sample size in Figure 6.
With the increase of the sample size, the original DILCA requires to iterate repeatedly in the process of the
sample merging into the cluster. However, most samples batch into the clustersonce and for all in the improved
IDILCA algorithm, which can save the iteration time by a computer.

6. Conclusion
Clustering algorithms are attractive for the task of class identification in spatial databases. However even the
well-know algorithm suffers from sever drawbacks when applied to large and varying density distribution database. In this paper we suggested the clustering algorithm IDILCA which relies on a clustering algorithm based
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Table 1. The run time of DILCA and IDILCA.
The computing time (s)
Algorithms
1000

1360

5000

10000

DILCA

0.15

0.45

3.7

24.6

IDILCA

0.042

0.068

0.825

3.525

Figure 6. The execution time comparison.

on density-isoline. It doesn’t require any input parameters and supports the users in determining appropriate
values for it. After repeated experiments, the results of our experiments demonstrate that IDILCA is significantly
more efficiency in clustering with noises. The new algorithm can not only make all the samples participate into
clusters but also will not be affected by the shape of sample distribution and density distribution. The experimental results show that the new algorithm overcomes the drawbacks that traditional algorithm DILCA deals
with the noise and the efficiency of run time is improved greatly.
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